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Maths Challenge 
Intermediate: Years 9–10 
Practice Problem 

I5: Seismic Exploration

To explore a potential mineral deposit, pegs are hammered into the
ground to form a rectangular array. Seismic receivers are then placed
at some of the pegs. The receivers are expensive and so the 
exploration company wants to use as few as possible. It has been 
found that if a receiver is placed at one peg then it provides sufficient 
information so that each adjacent peg does not need a receiver 
placed there. Two vertices are adjacent if they are next to each other 
in the same row or column. For example, in the 3 × 3 array shown, 
the only pegs adjacent to b are a, c, and e. We say that the peg b 
covers pegs a, c, e and itself. The dot indicates a receiver.

Show how to place just three receivers on a 3×3 array so that all nine
pegs are covered.

Explain why two receivers cannot cover all nine pegs in a 3 × 3 array.

Show that all pegs in a 2 × (2m + 1) array can be covered by m + 1
receivers.

Show that not all pegs in a 2 × (2m + 1) array can be covered by m
receivers.

b.

a.

d.

c.



Solutions
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Any one of the following arrays or their rotations covers all nine pegs.a.

Alternative 1
If one receiver is placed at the central peg, then no corner peg is
covered and they will require at least two more receivers.
If one receiver is placed at a corner peg then none of the other three
corner pegs is covered and they will require at least two more 
receivers. If one receiver is placed at a peg next to a corner peg then 
three other such pegs will not be covered and they will require at 
least two more receivers.

b.

Alternative 2
There are three types of pegs: the central peg, the corner pegs, and
the mid-side pegs. The central peg covers five pegs, the corner peg
covers three pegs, and the mid-side peg covers four pegs. Hence, to
cover all nine pegs with just two pegs requires the central peg and
a mid-side peg. Since the central peg and a mid-side peg cover each
other, the pair cover only seven pegs.

Continuing the following diagrams shows that all pegs in a 
2 × ( 2m + 1) array can be covered by m + 1 receivers.

c.
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A receiver can cover at most four pegs. So m receivers can cover at
most 4 m pegs. However, there are 4m + 2 pegs in a 2 × ( 2m + 1) array. 
So not all pegs in a 2 × (2m + 1) array can be covered by m receivers.

d.
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